NOTIFICATION

This is in continuation of CBSE circular no. 02/2021 dated 01.03.2021 regarding re-engineered Affiliation process and the introductory sessions scheduled before the receipt of applications.

The detailed document on the re-engineered Affiliation process has been uploaded on the CBSE website along with the link for registration for the training session which is scheduled on 09th, 10th, 12th and 13th March, 2021. CBSE till date has received registration of more than 10,000 stakeholders for attending training session to be conducted on the above dates.

Due to overwhelming response of the stakeholders on the re-engineered Affiliation process, the Board has now decided to organize a webcast covering the entire re-engineered Affiliation process on various categories of applications at one go for convenience of stakeholders.

Therefore, all the registered stakeholders are requested to attend live streaming of the webcast scheduled on 09th March, 2021 from 11.00 A.M. to 12.00 P.M. The link for attending the webcast is https://youtu.be/qhDVfTfpXlq. The live streaming of webcast may also be watched on CBSE official Facebook page and Twitter handle.
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